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Next Run No: 1843
Date: 23.11.2015
Start: Top of Brentor
On Down: Castle Inn, Lydford
Hares: Fergie and Stopcock
Breaking News: The record for the hash set with the least amount of sugar goes to
Chopper with a grand total of 1.5 bags of sugar being used!

Glani was is on the record commenting:

How can this betrayal ever be forgiven?

“It’s not the size of your bags of flour it’s

Can it ever really be forgiven?

how you use them.” Giving hope to
hashers the world over who use more

Hurricane has been injured again, after a

than 4 bags.

serious dogging accident. It’s probably

Reports of Mary Poppins making a

better not to wander down that particular

surprise

was

garden path, curiosity did kill the cat.

whispers of the use of only a spoonful of

Glani however did make a new friend

sugar, but no medicine in sight to sooth

before

the pain of what news is to follow.

misfortune, he turned his back on the

appearance

as

there

we

heard

of

Hurricane’s

pooch. And the pooch struck. Biff may
There is a traitor amongst us! Disturbing

have some competition for his affections

news has reached me! Aimless has been

now!

hashing with . . . . wait for it . . . .
Stannary! The shame of it! The horror!
Will we ever be able to trust again?
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Sports News

Gossip Column

Ginger Rogers is steaming ahead on the

Captain Well Laid was heard to be

Beard Race for Brilliance with an

propositioning the Landlord. Trying to

impressive amount of facial hair that

entice him in with his ‘Strictly’ hips. The

could be mistaken for hedgerow in

crew only gave him a 7!

density.

Apparently no one is Barney’s mate,
especially not Tracey we hear, so show
Election News

him so kindness. He is in an election after

Nominations for a new GM are now being

all.

taken.
Those nominated so far are: Nipple Deep,
Hurricane and Barney Rubble. With
Nipple Deep taking a clear lead in the polls.

Did you hear about the new pirate movie?
It rated Aarrrrrrrr because of all the booty!

There is a committee meeting this week after the hash so no fleeing the scene!
The Hash Flash has retired. The hunt is on for a temporary flasher and press ganging is
not out of the question.
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